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The Pyramid of the Sun – 712 Feet High



The Lower Left Corner (Light Tan) Shows the Largest Excavation



The Pyramid of the Sun was constructed out of 12’ x 12’ x 21/2’ thick blocks constructed of sand, aggregate and clay; 
a total of 18 million tons of concrete. In Egypt, the “Cheops” weighs 5 million tons.



This shows the layer of fused clay, 2-3”, that covered the concrete blocks.  The 
detritus that covers the Pyramid is about 2 1/2’ thick.  Pyramid of the Sun was 1/3 
underwater and Pyramid of the Moon was totally underwater in floods 10K, 20K 

and 30K years ago.



Pyramids Have Specific Scientific Data
1. Geometry – has four sides
2. Construction material
3. Site orientation
4. Inner chambers
5. Tunnels
6. Water
7. Sacred geometry
8. Astronomical features
9. Energy potent places
10. Volcanic lines
11. Energy phenonmen



4. Inner chambers
Klaus Dona's military satellite mapping of the Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun
Light blue - 5m depth; White - 10m depth; Blue - 40m depth; Brown - 70m depth; Yellow - 150m depth; Black 
- 180m depth; Red - 350m depth
Chambers/tunnels are producing a spiral like effect within the internal structure of the Pyramid.



7. Sacred Geometry

Upper left, Pyramid of the Sun, clockwise, Pyramid of the 
Dragon and Pyramid of the Moon



The sacred geometry of the pyramids



Flower of Life

Flower of Life amongst the three pyramids



10. Volcanic lines
Straight Volcanic lines, connecting two or more volcanos, line ending at the 

pyramid, temple or megalithic site 
Angkor Wat (Cambodia) – 15 volcanic lines

Chichen Itza(Mexico) – 26 volcanic lines
Cholula (Mexico) – 18 volcanic lines

Gunung Padang (Indonesia) – 17 volcanic 
lines

Machu Pichu (Peru) – 16 volcanic lines
Nazca plateau (Peru) – 7 volcanic lines
Olympia (Greece) – 21 volcanic lines

Easter Island (Chile) – 10 volcanic lines
Puma Punku (Peru) – 26 volcani lines

Vatican – 22 volcanic lines
Great Zimbabwe – 8 volcanic lines

Mt. Zion Jeruzalem (Israel) – 18 volcanic 
lines

Bosnian Pyramids – 26 volcanic lines (15 
lines has three or more volcanos on the line)



PIP is normally, any picture of the horizon, 
horizontal  lines



PIP photo of the Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun, September 4, 2015

As you can see, the horizontal lines become vertical as they approach 
the pyramid. This shows the energy radiating up from the pyramid.



Video clip from the Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun – bioenergy fields in 2007



Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun, September 2015

This shows a better picture of the energy 
radiating up from the pyramid, but not the 

surrounding area.



Objekat snimanja: Hram Majke Zemlje
Mesto snimanja: Blizina Bosanske piramide Zmaja
Distanca: 0,92 km
Pravac snimanja: Severoistok
Vremenski uslovi:
Datum: 03.09.2015.
Vreme: 10:32
Prostiranje polja: Koso ( neuobičajno )

Objekat snimanja: Hram Majke Zemlje
Mesto snimanja: Bosanska dolina piramida
Distanca:  0,91 km
Pravac snimanja: Jug - Jugozapad
Vremenski uslovi: Vedro
Datum: 03.09.2015.
Vreme: 10:02
Prostiranje polja: Koso ( neuobičajno )

Lokacija “B” Lokacija”E”

TEMPLE OF MOTHER EARTH – SEPTEMBER 2015

The rays track the path of the sun throughout the day, as witnessed here.



The skeptics say these blocks on the Pyramid of the Sun were formed by nature.



Bosnian Pyramid of the Moon –
Archaeological digging



Bosnian Federal Institute for Agro-
pedology  (team leader - Professor 
Husnija Resulovic)

Average coverage of the 
pyramids: 40 – 50 cm; 
humus  1,3 – 2,9 %; clay 
42,9 %. Age on this 
substrate based on depth, 
humus content and clay 
content: 12.000 – 15.000 
years

One third of the Pyramid of the Sun was underwater at 
one time and the Pyramid of the Moon , totally, in floods, 

10k, 20K and 30K years ago.



This leaf was found in the middle of a concrete block  on the 
Pyramid of the Sun and carbon dated to 29,000 years ago, plus 

or minus 400 years.



_____________________________________ 
Радіовуглецева дата (Radiocarbon date) 

Замовник (Customer) Foundation 
"Archaeological park ”Bosnian 
Pyramid of the Sun" 
Зразок(Sample): Soil deposition with 
CARBONATE BPSun-S12-2013-01 

Код лабораторії (lab code) IHME-2177 

Маса бензолу (benzene mass) 0,510 
грам (g) 

Час вимірювання (counting time) 3000 
хвилин (minutes) 

Швидкість лічення проби (Sample count 
rate) 0.295 CPM 
Фон (імп./хв.) (Background count rate) 

0.173 CPM 
Ефективність реєстрації (counting efficiency) 
: 71,52% Процент (percent) 
Радіовуглецева дата (Radiocarbon date) 

29200 ± 400 BP 
Калібрована дата (Calibrated date) -



The continuous 28kHz energy beam has been detected and measured on the very top of the 
Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun and Vratnica tumulus (Physicist Slobodan Mizdrak. from Zagreb , 
Croatia, conducted the test, April 12, 2010)



Energy beam, 
28 kHz, 13 feet 
radius,
continuous, 
focused

This energy beam goes up to the universe 
and down through the earth and out the 

other side, as well. Energy gets stronger as 
it goes up unlike most energy sources, as 
you move away they get weaker. Bosnian 

Pyramids are not about artifacts, money or 
gold but energy and power.



The number of international research teams detected electromagnetic and 
ultrasound phenomena with frequency of about 28 - 30 kHz on the top of the 
“Pyramid of the Sun”, in Ravne tunnels, etc, during 2010 and 2011.
“This fact was the main motive that pointed me to a quite possible correlation 
between pyramidal structures and Tesla Technologies” (Elec. Eng. Goran 
Marjanovic)

Wardenclyffe Tower (1901–1917), 
also known as the

Tesla Tower

was an early wireless transmission 
tower designed by Nikola Tesla and 
intended for commercial trans-Atlantic 
wireless telephony, broadcasting, and 
proof-of-concept demonstrations of 
wireless power transmission.

Operating frequency was 28 000 Hz!Wardenclyffe Tower 
located in Shoreham, Long Island, New York. 

Pyramids around the world are about energy production. This was a goal of Tesla, producing 
electricity wirelessly. His dream was conveniently destroyed by the government. 



This is King’s Room 1 in the 2 ½ mile tunnel leading to the center of the Pyramid 
of the Sun. These geometricly formed stones from clay have quartz crystals 

inside. These rooms, K1 and K2 are very powerful healing areas.



K2 being tested



Rӧentgen diffraction analysis and phased analysis: 

“Sample from the block K-2 is an artificial  ceramic material (quartz, 
calcite, muscovite).”



A group feeling the healing of K2



Veronika Vranikova (17), Slovak town of Nitra, lung capacity went from 47% to 84% after two visits to 
underground tunnels in 2015



Sevim Mujevia (54) from 
Turkey; blood pressure 
220/135, unsuccessful 
conventional methods to 
solve the problem in a 
period 2004-2014; after 
regular visits to Bosnian 
Pyramid tunnels in 2014-
2015 blood pressure never 
goes higher than 140/90 



Mechnikov Vaccine Research Institute of Russia

40% 0%

salmonella typhi murium
Deadly Bacteria

Study of the influence of the pyramid on general immune reactivity of organism.

All the experiments were carried out on several groups of mice that were placed
in pyramids.

Experiments show extreme growth in cellular immunity and humoral immunity.

Experimental mice
Control mice 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mechnikov Vaccine Research Institute of RussiaSalmonella Typhi Murium  Study of the influence of the pyramid on general immune reactivity of organism. All the experiments were carried out on several groups of mice that were placed in pyramids. Experiments shows extreme growth in cellular and humoral immunity



The walls of K2 have three faces on them. This 
is one of them.



This Gas Discharge Visualization Technique, shows the aura. Gaps in the Aura are 
related to health issues.



автор проекта Валерий Уваров

Before, on the left, and after Gas Discharge Visualization Technique Auras, from a person who had a healing 
in a pyramid.



This shows the main tunnel, with a side tunnel on the right not excavated yet. The 
main tunnel and side tunnels were sealed up completely to their ceilings by 

whoever built these, due to a threat from those who would have used them for 
the wrong reasons. Many pictures, like this one, show countless orbs in the 

tunnels.



This beautiful orb  was seen at the Pyramid of the Sun.



The side tunnels when they were filled in had larger stones used to build a wall 
halfway up to hold the sand and gravel used to back fill them. These side tunnels 
would vary in height throughout creating higher and lower air pressure creating 
an airflow. The O2, humidity and temperature are consistent and comfortable 

throughout the tunnels. The small tunnels ,off the main, are labyrinths designed 
to capture energies. 



Reader # 3 (Lois):

• These structures were built using vibration techniques where they 
pulled things up out of the earth, formed it and slid it into place. 
Inside the Pyramid there are 14 chambers and that has to do with 
sacred geometry frequency – the location of each chamber inside the 
pyramid in relation to that shape…

Several psychic, clairvoyant readers were asked what they saw in the Pyramid of the Sun. These 
are some examples.



…There is an energy that comes right straight 
down the middle of the pyramid and it is an 
energy you can’t stop. The only way you can 
keep that from being harmful is to do something 
to the sides of the pyramid. That one is notched 
to prevent that central energy from endangering 
anything on the other side – through the planet 
– and a line out from that into the cosmos. That 
energy can be very dangerous and that is why it 
is shaped like this.



Reader # 5 (Diane):
• There was a healing chamber down there at one point. This 

was a place where the energy was just right to speed 
healing of the body. The hallways are about moving the 
energy in a certain direction… There was something like a 
laser that allowed them to literally curve out the area with 
not much difficulty…The second group of beings were using 
the energy in a  way not intended to be used in the 
beginning, and the original beings made an attempt to have 
them sealed off.



The Bosnian pyramids are a pseudo-archaeological[1] claim promoted by author Sam 
Osmanagić, that a cluster of natural hills in central Bosnia and Herzegovina are the 
largest human-made ancient pyramids on Earth. The hills are located near the town of 
Visoko, northwest of Sarajevo. Visočica hill, where the old town of Visoki was once sited, 
came to international attention in October 2005, following a news-media campaign by 
Osmanagić and his supporters.
Osmanagić states that he has found tunnels, stone blocks and ancient mortar, which he 
has suggested once covered the Visočica structure. He opened excavations in 2006 
which have reshaped the hill, making it look like a stepped pyramid.[2][3] Geologists, 
archeologists and other scientists have however concluded, after analysis of the site, its 
known history, and the excavations, that the hills are natural formations known as 
flatirons[4] and that there are no signs of human construction involved.[5][6][7] The 
European Association of Archaeologists released a statement calling the pyramid 
hypothesis a "cruel hoax".[8]

The skeptics deny the Pyramids are real and say they are naturally formed, even though none have ever 
visited the site. Egypt, which had a billion dollar tourist industry, built on artifacts, has the support of 
archeologists around the world  whose museums hold Egyptian artifacts  denying thousands of other 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudoarchaeology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bosnian_pyramid_claims#cite_note-balkanologie-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semir_Osmanagi%C4%87
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bosnia_and_Herzegovina
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyramid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visoko,_Bosnia_and_Herzegovina
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarajevo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viso%C4%8Dica_hill
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_town_of_Visoki
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bosnian_pyramid_claims#cite_note-Woodard2007a-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bosnian_pyramid_claims#cite_note-Pruitt2012a-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flatiron_(geomorphology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bosnian_pyramid_claims#cite_note-Smiths-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bosnian_pyramid_claims#cite_note-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bosnian_pyramid_claims#cite_note-The_great_Bosnian_pyramid_scheme-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bosnian_pyramid_claims#cite_note-7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Association_of_Archaeologists
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bosnian_pyramid_claims#cite_note-e-a-a-8


Every year more and more pyramids are found. Recently 4 were discovered in the 
Antartic.



“I maintain my conviction that there 
are NO pyramids at Visoko, Bosnia. 
Rather, all the so-called pyramids are 
the result of natural geological 
processes and phenomena that are 
currently being “excavated” (i.e. 
modified) to look like the pyramids.”
-Robert M. Schoch, 2006

He has used every opportunity to 
emphasize how “Osmanagich started 
the project because of his future 
engagement in politics” (?) and 
“desire to make money” (?) and that 
the project was “a fiasco”.
-Robert M. Schoch, 2006-2015

Never visited the sites. Dr. Sam has never pursued politics and has invested not only his own money but any 
moneys made back into the sites.



Harvard University public statement in 1972: “No one should pay any attention to the 
preposterous claims in regard to presumed passageways beneath the sand in the (Egyptian) 
Pyramid district… These things exist only in the minds of those who seek to attract the seekers for 
mystery”

Recently new tunnels were discovered in the “Cheops” 
and there were no artifacts or hieroglyphics found there.



Dr. Sam and, his wife, Sabina created this free Energy Park.



These stone spheres have been found all around the world. Skeptics say 
they are naturally formed. Some, like the one in the upper left corner, are 

found in rock. Many have strong energy emanating from them.





These large stone are found all around the world. They neutralize underground 
negative energy emanating from underground streams or Hartman line 

intersections and transform them into positive energy.





This energy machine, at the Energy Park,  
consists of a hanging pyramid and one at the 

base, with a large quartz crystal  set in concrete.



These are stones erected in the Energy Park Dr. Sam developed. They neutralize 
underground negative energies. The larger the stone, the bigger the area covered.



A triple heart rose garden in the Energy Park



A double labyrinth built in the Energy Park.



A meditating healing circle, at the Energy Park. Person in the center receives the 
healing energy  from those on the outside.



Dr. Sam planted 115 fruit trees throughout the Energy 
Park so that as visitors walk through they can pick the 
fruit, for free, and accept the healing energy from it. 

Again, there is no charge at the Energy Park. 



Many of the features built in the Energy Park have been built and funded by 
volunteers



Built and funded by a donor to the Energy Park.



Dr. Sam at the stone spheres, a 2 ½ hour drive from Sarajevo. In 1934, a flood 
exposed this ravine where there were approximately 80 of these stone spheres. 

Many were washed into the Bosnian River and others were dynamited or broken 
open by locals, thinking there was gold or gems inside. Currently there are only 8 
whole stones left. They are very powerful energies and allow astral projection. Dr. 

Sam bought the property and has turned it into a park.



The Ravine.



One of our tour group experiencing 
the energy of the stone.



Myself, on the largest of the stones , with my 
Moldavite healing wand, feeling the energy.



At the Stone Sphere Park, the locals are provided an income as they 
prepare wonderful meals for visitors. Chicken, potatoes and 

seasoning, cooked from the top down, as the coals sit on top.



A superb meal prepared by the locals.



The Energy Park stones were carved by locals.



The Tumulus, an energy mound, with tunnels running underneath was 
built with the clay based concrete as well as cut stone.



The stones are perfectly cut and 
formed at right angles.



The center of the Tumulus where a very powerful energy exists.



The center at the top of the Pyramid of the Moon



The top layer of concrete bricks on the Pyramid of 
the Moon. Below that are larger cut stones.



Heading to western Bosnia, we visited ancient stone structure, estimated between 5,000 and 
13,000 years old. It is not buildings or a pyramid, but produces very strong energy. It sits on top 

of this mountain overlooking the fertile valley below.



This megalithic structure of just walls has withstood many earthquakes, much like 
other ancient stone structures around the world. The blocks are all varying sizes, 

which give great stability to the  structure. You cannot fit a piece of paper between 
the seams.



How were these cut and put in place?



The Romans built this wall as part of a gate they 
thought went between the two “buildings” which 
were just walls. You can see their walls were built 

much differently.



This is the largest underground river in Europe 
which flows out of this mountain. It is a holy 

site of the Sufi Muslim sect. A very loving 
people, who love all and can ask questions of 

all. They are Dervish of which there are 12 
different orders. The mosque here dates back 
500 years and as a holy site goes back 600 to 

800 years.



Where the river flows out of the mountain.



The 32 year old Iman of the mosque



The 12 orders of the Dervish



Traveled  on to Mostar,  the bridge behind me was 
destroyed  during the war in 1993.



This has to be the most friendly Muslim country, but they don’t 
want to forget the war, so it doesn’t happen again.



On the roof of a building in Mostar.



A statue of the Blessed Virgin Mary where she 
was witnessed by Bosnian villagers in 

Medjugorje. Pilgrims flock from all over the 
world to come here for a healing.



The hike up the mountain to the site of the visions was very steep and 
treacherous . You can see the rocks that had to be climbed over from the city 

below. They come seeking peace, love, healing or foregiveness.



The country of Bosnia-Herzegovina, is one of 
seven that now exist from the former country, 

Yugoslavia. The museum of Herzegovina is located 
in a Catholic Monastery . The museum exhibits 

the oldest piece of jewelry found in Bosnia-
Herzegovina, this shell necklace is dated at 14,000 

years old.



Our tour  group led by 
Kathleen McGowan, 

lower left, author of the 
“Expected One” on the 
life of Mary Magdalene. 
No publishing company 

would take her book, but 
Dan Brown took her idea 

and wrote the fiction 
novel “The Da Vinci  

Code.” Dr. Sam 
Osmanagich is sitting next 

to me on the right side.



The End
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